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General description 

The price report calculates a monthly estimate of the average residential 
price for the live offer at idealista, broken down into sales and rentals. It is 
calculated for the most relevant idealista and administrative zones in Spain, 
Portugal and Italy. 

It is important to bear in mind that it is a view of the live offer available at 
idealista. And although there is a strong correlation with other indicators on 
the market, and therefore it can be used as an approximation for a large 
number of measures on the market, or as an early indicator for certain market 
indicators, this information does not represent the final transaction price (the 
price for which the sale of a house is formalised), nor the current average rent 
prices paid. 

Analysing the information gives us a view that largely limits any biases arising 
from marketing or from the variability in the composition of the properties on 
offer during the period (number of units per type of property). Any bias due 
to the composition of the properties on offer can lead to errors in the average 
prices when, the number of flats as a proportion of the total number of 
properties, and its relationship with the proportion of single-family homes 
and the total residential properties, changes significantly between two 
consecutive periods.	
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Scope 

Geographical area 

In general, the zones that are calculated are the final ones from idealista, with 
a subset of non-final zones, plus the most relevant administrative zones; the 
latter varies slightly depending on the country. The table below indicates the 
particularities for each market (in the idealista section the terminology of the 
division in Spain is used): 

Market Idealista levels Administrative levels

Spain
Country (L2), Province (L3), 
Municipality, District (L7), 

Neighbourhood (L8) 

Country, Autonomous 
Community (NUTS2)

Italy

  
Country (L2), Province (L3), 
Municipality, District (L7), 

Neighbourhood (L8) 
Country, Region (NUTS2)

Portugal
Country (L2), Province (L3), 
Municipality, District (L7), 

Neighbourhood (L8) 
Country, NUTS2, District
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Time period 

The time series come from the records of idealista, and the properties chosen 
are always sole properties, with no errors, that are on the market, and that 
have had activity in the period; due to the unequal commercial development 
of the portal by geographical area, the time window changes (in the future it 
will be possible to expand some of the ranges):

Market Historical depth

Spain Since 2006 

Italy
  

Since 2012 

Portugal Since 2015 
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Description of the methodology 

Overall view of the process 

The process consists of several steps that are described below in more detail: 

1. Selection of advert sample 

2. Calculation of the parameters in the distributions of prices and 
demand in order to identify anomalous adverts 

3. Eliminating adverts that are anomalous in terms of price or are off 
the market 

4. Calculation of the average price in final zones 

5. Calculation of the average price in non-final zones 

6. Estimate of the amount of data held and correction of anomalous 
values in the series 

Selection of advert sample 

We select all of the adverts that have been active and visible during the 
period being measured, and the two previous months; in this process we 
eliminate any values that are deemed to have errors in their descriptions: 

- Properties with incorrect address 
- Properties that do not have at least 3 visits 
- Properties marked as fraudulent or erroneous by the idealista 

customer care procedures 
- Incorrect surface areas, prices or unit prices (determined by expert 

criteria based on studying the distributions of frequencies of these 
attributes for the classifications studied) 
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Finally, any repeated adverts are consolidated, so that the sample only 
contains unique adverts. We deem a a set of adverts to be repetitions 
when they refer to the same property that has been marketed through 
different channels: several agencies, individuals, etc. 

Calculation of the parameters in the distributions of prices 

and demand in order to identify anomalous adverts 

On the initial sample mentioned previously, the most relevant parameters are 
calculated for each of the markets in order to determine which values are 
anomalous in terms of unit prices and by activity on the portal. The sample is 
stratified by category, operation and basic characteristics of the property (we 
call this combination microsegmentation). 

We therefore eliminate any values that have unit prices outside of a 
confidence interval of 95% with an error of 5%, calculated on the logarithmic 
distribution for the unit prices. In the case of filtering anomalies by activity, 
try to estimate the total amount of assets on the market (liquid) by filtering 
for the confidence value of less than 95% with an error of 5% on the volume 
of standardised visits and days on the market of adverts (to ensure that the 
analysis does not include adverts with very little activity or very few days on 
the market for their category, or which have an anomalous amount of time on 
the market). 

Finally, determine the amount of data held (with the amount of data held 
deemed to be the level of coverage in terms of number of records, which 
must be sufficient in order to accept an average of the prices as valid) for 
each of the strata of the sample: category and geographical area. 

Eliminating adverts that are anomalous in terms of price or 

are off the market 

Adverts that fall outside of the previously calculated confidence intervals are 
eliminated from the sample. This process is particular to each micromarket 
(geographical area in which the advert is posted) and is done based on the 
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variability of the sample and the number of elements, determining the 
minimum sample size necessary for a confidence interval of 90% with an error 
of 5% for each of the aforementioned microsegments. 

Calculating the average price in final zones 

For each of the idealista final zones: Municipal zone (level 6 idealista), District 
(level 7), Neighbourhood (level 8), the average prices are calculated, which 
will subsequently be used to propagate it towards higher strata. The average 
prices are calculated based on these zones since they represent relatively 
homogeneous markets in terms of the property market. 

The average price for each of the microsegments is calculated with the 
average of the unit prices; it has been decided to use the median average, 
since it is a measure that is less sensitive to anomalous values (despite the 
fact that an initial process is carried out, the median guarantees greater 
stability). The final average price of a zone is calculated as the weighted 
average of each of the microsegments; the weighting is the proportion 
between the size of the microsegment with regards to the total size adverts 
in the residential category. 

Calculation of the average price in non-final zones 

The non final prices are calculated repeatedly (from bottom to top, in this 
order: municipality, province, country) as a weighted average of the prices 
that the zones contain. 

As with the weighted average on microsegments of adverts, the weighting 
for geographical areas is based on the relative frequency of each of the zones 
with regards to the total number of adverts in the zone for which the value is 
calculated. 
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Estimate of the amount of data held and correction of 

anomalous values in the series 

The final step is to estimate whether the amount of data held is sufficient 
and check the consistency of the value in the time series, so that if the 
amount of data held is insufficient, when possible re-estimate the value as a 
weighted moving average of the periods adjacent to the anomaly. 

The weighting comes from the ratio between the prices in a higher zone with 
a sufficient amount of data; that way we incorporate both the trend 
component when calculating the average of adjacent periods, and the 
seasonal component by using a weighting of that data point with regards to 
the adjacent ones in a higher or equivalent zone. 

There is a special case, which is the correction of the last data point, in this 
case the previous data points are used along with a weighting of the current 
point of the same nature, referred to in the previous paragraph. 
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Miscellaneous 

This report has been prepared by the research team at idealista. Its content is 
protected by copyright, registered trademarks, international treaties and 
other property rights and Spanish laws, as well as by international 
conventions; it is prohibited to reproduce and distribute it without 
mentioning the source. 

The information and content in this report has been drawn up by idealista and 
is provided for information purposes only. Under no circumstances should it 
be used for consultancy, the final valuation of a house, or other services. 

idealista does not accept liability for any information in this report that comes 
from sources other than idealista. The inclusion of averages, tables or 
estimations in this report that are made by idealista or taken from third party 
information are intended for information purposes only, and may not be 
considered as opinions or recommendations of any type. In any case, idealista 
does not accept responsibility for any interpretations that users may make of 
the information contained. 


